We prove that the integrated density of states p(2) for a potential W,~ = Vper + V,o has Lifshitz tails where Vp~ r is a periodic potential with reflection symmetry and V,o is a random potential, e.g., of the form V~ = Z q, ((.o) f(x -i).
INTRODUCTION
We consider a random Schr6dinger operator H~ = Ho+ VpCr+ V~ on L2(~"), where H 0 = -A, Vp~r is a periodic potential, and V~ is a random potential of the form V,~(x)= ~, q,(oo)f(x-i) ( 
1) fis a nonnegative function with f(x)= O([x[ .... ) as Ix[ ~ ~, fELP(~ v)
with p= 2 for v ~< 3, p> 2 for v=4, p= v/2 for v>~ 5. {qi}i~zv are independent random variables with a common distribution Po. We assume that the support suppPo of P0 is compact, is not a single point, and 0 = inf supp Po. Moreover, Po([0, e)) t> Ce N for some C, N> 0.
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Instead of taking Z" as the periodicity lattice of We ~, we could take any other lattice as well, provided we assume Vpe r to be reflection invariant with respect to this lattice. However, for notational convenience, we deal only with the above easier situations. Our proofs can be easily transferred to the more complicated one. However, as we will explain, we do not know how to do one step in our proof if the continuum SchrSdinger operator is replaced by a discrete one.
Let us denote by AL the cube 
It is well known that the above limit exists almost surely, is (a.s.) independent of co, and the boundary condition chosen (see, e.g., Refs. 2.[0 where 7,. is the smallest eigenvalue of -(1/2)A on the unit ball with Dirichlet boundary conditions. More recently, Kirsch and Martinelli (7'9) proved for rather general random potentials (for which 2 0 = 0) that
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For example, they treated the case of (1) for large Ixt. We set
Ho~=H0+ Vper+ V~ and 2o=infa(H~). We denote by p(2) the integrated density of states for H,).
( We remark that besides the potentials Vo, as above, we can equally well treat other random potentials considered in Refs. 7 and 9. In addition, we remark that if inf supp Po=a and Po([a, a+ e))~> C~, N, we can replace Vper by Vp~(x)+ a Y.~z~ f(x-i) and q~ by q~-a and reduce to the case considered here. In particular, the purely random case (Vp~ = 0) but with 9 inf supp Po ~ 0 should be thought of as a periodic plus positive random situation.
THE UPPER BOUND
Now, we turn to the proofs of the upper bounds in Theorems 1 and 2. [al f(x) 2 10o(x)J 2 dx. Without loss of generality, we assume that fl = 1.
We note that the arguments in Ref. 10 exploit the fact that H0 + V can be written as a Dirichlet form <f0o, (H0+ V-infa(H I))f0o> = ((V f)r (V f)00>, something that does not extend to the discrete case. Thus, until Proposition 2 is extended to the discrete case, we cannot extend our proof to that case. Now, we choose L = [(f12)-~n] where Ix] denotes the largest integer ~<x, fi will be chosen later. By Proposition 2, we have 22(H~ ,'e) ~> ~fl,t The key for our estimate of P(2~(H~ ,x) < 2) is the following. 
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Now, if the conclusion of the proposition was wrong, then the right-hand side of the above inequality would be larger than -~ in contradiction to the assumption. |
It is a standard result of probability theory that the event # {i s ALL qi < 42} > 89 ~ has exponentially small probability if 2 is small enough. We remark that the above proposition remains true for q~ mixing, stationary {qi} (see, e.g., Ref. 7). Since Proposition 4 is the only probabilistie estimate we need for the upper bounds, this part of the theorems holds under the above weaker condition on {qi}.
Combining Propositions 3 and 4, we obtain
P()~I(H L'N) < )~) ~ e-~L~ = e-C';~-~/a
Since (l/[ALL) p(~l Hr,~v) ~< M (for 2 bounded), we obtain the upper bound from inequality (2) . This completes the proof of the upper bound in Theorem 1(i). Now we turn to the upper bound in (ii). We do not cut off f to live on A 1. We set [x{m:=maxi=l ...... lx~l. We have f(x)>~c(l+lxl,n) -~ by assumption with c~ > v, c > 0. We use the following crude estimate [we nor-
where t is arbitrary. 
THE LOWER BOUND
To obtain the lower bounds, we estimate 
>~P(lyv~,(x)dx<2/2M)
where M = 2 ~ sup l~Po(x)t 2. Since, by assumption, supp Po is compact, there is an A such that ]qe(r ~<d almost surely. Moreover, we assume that fix) ~< Co Ixl-v-~ for Ixl > 1 (the case that the estimate on fholds only for }x] > Ro can be handled in the same way). which finishes the proof of Theorems l(i) and 2(i) since we did not use any reflection invariance. The proofs of the second parts of the theorems go precisely along the same lines. The main change is in Proposition 6; we must pick J= 2-l/vand so require L to be of the same order.
